Radha Soami Teachings
soami ji maharaj - radhasoami-spirit - soami ji was a proponent of sant mat (‘religion of the saints’), which
began in the 15th century in india with the advent of saint kabir and guru nanak. the teachings, however, have
probably been here since man’s earliest beginnings and feature the ‘surat shabd yoga.’ soami ji maharaj has
soami ji maharaj - radhasoami-spirit - soami ji maharaj “the supreme being is within you as fragrance is in
the flower. the flower is seen but not the fragrance… so it is with the supreme being within, who can be
realized by those who have had spiritual awakening.” the essential teachings written by clay guthrie 'sant
mat: the teachings of the masters' - selfdefinition - sant mat: the teachings of the masters sant darshan
singh what is our aim and what do we want in life? let us examine our condition, and decide on our priorities.
we have been born into the human form. we are ensouled bodies, and our soul is of god - the very essence of
god. god has created so many living creatures, but it is only in the human radha soami satsang beas - rssb
- sant mat, also called the radha soami teachings – the science of the soul, the path of the audible life stream,
and surat shabd yoga – is a path of love. the words “radha soami” literally mean the union of the soul (radha)
with its lord (soami). its goal is god-realization through self-realization. surat shabad yoga - bahaistudies the teachings of yogi bhajan...yogi bhajan radhasoami reality..rk juergensmeyer radha soami teachings...l.r.
puri sacred nitnem...harbhans singh doabia (this was written to encourage the practice and understanding of
surat shabd yoga, the author (ajnasingh) does not represent any current organisation, this article was written
frequently ask ed questions - rssb - who is the present head of the radha soami satsang beas (rssb)
organization? gurinder singh dhillon is the present spiritual head of the rs organization and is affectionately
called baba ji. are the radha soami teachings (sant mat) the only way to god-realization? there are many paths
leading to god-realization, and the common on the duties of surat shabd yoga mystics - the radhaswami,
or the radha soami faith, or other satsangs teach the ancient wisdom of sant mat (the teachings of the saints),
and surat shabd yoga (union of the soul with the sound current of spirit). essentially, it involves an advanced
form of astral projection at the time of meditation in all about - selfdefinition - teachings to our spiritual
understanding; thus a person with little or lack of knowledge may reject the highest teachings because he
doesn't understand. christ was not accepted by everybody. in fact, he was rejected by the pharisees and other
sects, including the brahmans of india, so that his life was demanded. this is
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